
∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary IdealFor unountable regular κ, NSκ denotes the ideal of nonstationarysubsets of κPropositionNSκ is Σ1 de�nable with parameter κ.Proof. X ∈ NSκ i� X is a subset of κ and there exists C suh thatC is a losed unbounded subset of κ disjoint from X .This is Σ1 with parameter κ. �We say that NSκ is ∆1 de�nable if it is both Σ1 and Π1 de�nableusing subsets of κ as parameters.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary IdealFor NSκ to be ∆1 de�nable one needs to �witness stationarity�.Typially this is not possible:TheoremAssume V = L. Then NSκ is not ∆1 de�nable.Proof Sketh. Suppose that ϕ(X ) is a Σ1 formula with a variable Xdenoting a subset of κ.If ϕ(X ) is true then by ondensation, ϕ(X ∩ α) is true forlub-many α < κ; in fat, for lub-many α < κ, ϕ(X ∩ α) is true�while α still looks regular�, i.e. in some Lβ � α regular.Conversely, if ϕ(X ) is false then for any lub C there is α in C suhthat ϕ(X ∩ α) is false in the largest Lβ � α regular.So the lub �lter is �omplete� for Σ1 subsets of P(κ) andtherefore not ∆1. �



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary IdealLarge ardinals also prevent NSκ from being ∆1 de�nable.TheoremSuppose that κ is weakly ompat. Then NSκ is not ∆1 de�nable.Proof. Again let ϕ(X ) be a Σ1 formula with a variable X denotinga subset of κ.As before, if ϕ(X ) is true then by ondensation, ϕ(X ∩ α) is truefor lub-many α < κ.Conversely, suppose that ϕ(X ) is false.Then ϕ(X ) is false in H(κ+) and the latter is a Π11 statementabout Vκ. By weak ompatness (= Π11 re�etion), ϕ(X ∩ α) isfalse for stationary-many α < κ.So again the lub �lter is �omplete� for Σ1 subsets of P(κ) andtherefore not ∆1. �



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary IdealHowever it is indeed possible for NSω1 to be ∆1 de�nable.Theorem(Mekler-Shelah, proof repaired by Hyttinen-Rautila) Assume GCH.Then there is a proper, ardinal-presering foring extensionsatisfying GCH in whih NSω1 is ∆1 de�nable.Idea of Proof. For X ⊆ ω1 let T (X ) be the tree of ountable,losed subsets of X ordered by end-extension.Then X ontains a lub i� T (X ) has a branh of length ω1.The idea is to fore a tree T (alled a anary tree) of size andheight ω1 with no ω1-branh suh that whenever X is stationary,ostationary there are embeddings of T (X ) and T (∼ X ) into T .Then onversely, if there are embeddings of both T (X ) andT (∼ X ) into T it follows that X is both stationary andostationary. So we have:



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary IdealX is stationary i�X ontains a lub or there are embeddings of both T (X ) andT (∼ X ) into Tand therefore NSω1 is ∆1 de�nable. �With some extra work, Hyttinen-Rautila obtained the naturalgeneralisation to NSκ+ for any regular κ:Let Cof(κ) denote the lass of ordinals of o�nality κ andNSκ+ ↾ Cof(κ) the ideal of stationary subsets of κ+ ∩ Cof(κ),Theorem(Hyttinen-Rautila) Assume GCH and κ regular. Then there is a
κ-proper, ardinal-preserving foring extension satisfying GCH inwhih NSκ+ ↾ Cof(κ) is ∆1 de�nable.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary IdealWith a di�erent strategy the Hyttinen-Rautila result an beimproved.For stationary A ⊆ κ+ let NSκ+ ↾ A denote the ideal ofnonstationary subsets of A.Theorem(SDF-Hyttinen-Kulikov) Assume GCH and κ regular. Then for anyostationary A ⊆ κ+ there is a ardinal-preserving foring extensionsatisfying GCH whih preserves stationary subsets of A in whihNSκ+ ↾ A is ∆1 de�nable.The di�erene now is that only stationary subsets of A, and not of
∼ A, are preserved.Thus the idea of the proof is to witness the stationarity of subsetsof A by seletively killing the stationarity of ertain �anoniallyhosen� subsets of ∼ A (obtained via a generi ♦ sequene).



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main ResultObviously the strategy of making NSκ+ ↾ A ∆1 de�nable by killingthe stationarity of subsets of ∼ A is of no use if one wants toobtain the ∆1 de�nability of the full unrestrited NSκ+ .So a new idea is needed to show (our main result):Theorem(SDF-Wu-Zdomskyy) Assume V = L and let λ be any in�niteardinal. Then there is a ardinal-preserving foring extensionsatisfying GCH whih preserves stationary subsets of λ+ in whihNSλ+ is ∆1 de�nable.Thus we an handle the full NS at all suessor ardinals.I'll give now an outline of the proof.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main ResultLet κ denote λ+. We want to perform an iteration of length κ+whih preserves the stationarity of subsets of κ, preserves ardinalsand produes �witnesses� to the stationarity of subsets of κ.Note that by Löwenheim-Skolem, if a subset of P(κ) is Σ1 with asubset of κ as parameter then it is Σ1 over H(κ+) and thereforeour witnesses should be elements of H(κ+).In fat the only parameter we will need is κ and our witnesses willbe subsets of κ.Now suppose that S is a stationary subset of κ and we want to�witness� this fat. The approah of SDF-Hyttinen-Kulikov was to�x a sequene (Si | i < κ+) of �anonial� stationary subsets of κand arrange that for some α < κ+, the stationarity of the Si for iin [κ ·α, κ ·α+ κ) is seletively killed so as to ode S . But we an'tdo this as we want to preserve the stationarity of subsets of κ.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main ResultSo instead we hoose �anonial� stationary subsets (Si | i < κ+)of κ+ (onentrating on Cof(κ)) and arrange that for some
α < κ+, the stationarity of the Si for i in [κ · α, κ · α+ κ) isseletively killed so as to ode S .But now our witnesses are subsets of κ+ instead of κ so we onlyget a de�nition of the olletion of stationary subsets of κ whih is
Σ1 over H(κ++) with κ+ as parameter.How do we onvert this into a Σ1 de�nition over H(κ+) with κ asparameter?Here we use loalisation (David's trik).



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main ResultInstead of just the �global property�S ⊆ κ is stationary i� S is oded into the stationarity of theSi ⊆ κ+ for i in [κ · α, κ · α+ κ) for some α < κ+we also ensure its �loal version�S ⊆ κ is stationary i� for some X ⊆ κ, every �suitable� model M ofsize < κ ontaining X ∩ κM (where κM denotes (λ+)M) satis�esthat S ∩ κM is oded into the stationarity of the SMi for i in
[κM · α, κM · α+ κM) for some α < (κM)+,where (SMi | i < ((κM)+)M) is M's version of (Si | i < κ+).The loal version implies the global one by Löwenheim-Skolem andmoreover yields a de�nition of stationarity for subsets of κ whih is
Σ1 over H(κ+), as needed.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main ResultIn the loal versionS ⊆ κ is stationary i� for some X ⊆ κ, every �suitable� model M ofsize < κ ontaining X ∩ κM satis�es that S ∩ κM is oded into thestationarity of the SMi for i in [κM · α, κM · α+ κM) for some
α < (κM)+.we say that X is a �loal witness� (or �loally witnesses�) thatS ⊆ κ is stationary.We produe suh a loal witness X in three steps:



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main Result1. Loalise below κ+, i.e. produe Y ⊆ κ+ suh that every�suitable� model M of size κ ontaining Y ∩ (κ+)M satis�es that Sis oded into the stationarity of the SMi = Si ∩ (κ+)M for i in
[κ · α, κ · α+ κ) for some α < κ+.This is easy and does not require foring.2. Almost disjoint ode Y into a subset X0 of κ.Then X0 also loalises below κ+ as in 1.3. Add the desired X ⊆ κ satisfying Even(X ) = X0 by foring withinitial segments of length less than κ.The fat that X0 loalises below κ+ is su�ient to argue that thisforing is κ-distributive.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main ResultNow I an desribe the iteration P = (Pξ, Q̇ξ | ξ < κ+).In κ+ steps, hoose via bookkeeping names for stationary subsets Sof κ, ode suh S by killing the stationarity of seleted anonialstationary subsets Si of κ+ and loalise these stationary-kills,thereby produing loal witnesses to the stationarity of eahstationary subset S of κ.The iteration uses supports of size κ for killing the stationarity ofseletd Si 's and supports of size less than κ for the loalisationforings.There are three things to hek about the iteration:



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main Result1. The iteration is κ-distributive.We show that Pξ is κ-distributive by indution on ξ ≤ κ+.Of ourse the indution hypothesis is stronger than this; we need toknow that we an build onditions whih serve as strong masteronditions for eah model in a sequene of models of length λ+ 1built by taking suessive Skolem hulls. So the argument isJensen-style, traing bak to his oding work, and not Shelah-style;even in the ase κ = ω1 there is no form of properness available.2. Any stationary subset of κ that arises during the iterationremains forever stationary.Again we need to build a strong master ondition for eah model ina sequene of models built by taking suessive Skolem hulls, butnow the sequene has arbitrary suessor length less than κ.A �λ sequene is used to thin out suh a sequene to asubsequene of length at most λ+ 1.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Main Result3. A anonial stationary set Si ⊆ κ+ remains stationary unless inthe ourse of the iteration its stationarity is expliitly killed in orderto ode some stationary S ⊆ κ.Of ourse here we use the fat that the forings to kill stationarityof seleted Si 's (the �upper part�) are κ-losed and the loalisationforings (the �lower part�) are κ+-.3 implies that κ+ is preserved.As the entire iteration has a dense subset of size κ+ all ardinalsare preserved and GCH holds at ardinals ≥ κ.GCH holds below κ as no bounded subsets of κ are added.Finally, by loalisation together with the fat that no Si�aidentally� loses its stationarity, we have that S ⊆ κ is stationaryi� S has a loal witness, a Σ1 property with parameter κ.So the Theorem is proved.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Further RemarksDesriptive Set Theory on κ-Baire SpaeIn lassial Baire Spae, the Baire Property for all ∆1 (= ∆12) setsof reals is equivalent to the existene of a Cohen real over L[x ] foreah real x .In our model where NSκ is ∆1 (for a suessor κ) we have theexistene of a κ-Cohen set over L[x ] for eah x ⊆ κ.As Halko-Shelah showed that NSκ does not have the BaireProperty, our result shows that the lassial haraterisation of the
∆1 Baire Property does not generalise to suessor κ.



∆1 De�nability of the Nonstationary Ideal: Further RemarksWhen κ = ω1Wu and I showed that NSω1 an be both preipitous and ∆1,starting with a measurable, extending a result of Magidor.Woodin showed that NSω1 an be ω1-dense, and therefore both ∆1and saturated, using ω Woodin ardinals.Ho�elner and I get that NSω1 an be saturated and ∆1 (togetherwith a Σ14 wellorder of ther reals) using just one Woodin ardinal.There are many further questions to ask about the ∆1 de�nabilityof NSκ, regarding inaessible κ, failures of GCH and saturation for
κ > ω1, but I'll stop here.THANKS!


